
Power Solution Multimode (PSm)
For High-Power Reliable Connections



Products

The Diamond E-2000™ PSm and DMI PSm have been developed to  guarantee an 

enhanced reliability towards high-power optical transmission  up to 100W. The main target 

application for PSm technology is the  integration of pump lasers within larger systems.

Benefits

 Enables modularity

 Eliminates the need for fiber splices between multiple optical  elements 

(light sources, amplifiers, couplers/splitters, etc.)

 Allows for faster maintenance: avoid down time when sending back

 entire laser system to the manufacturer.

 Provides a Contact solution

 Low Insertion loss

 More efficient thermal management

DMI PSm
For PC board embedded applications

E-2000™ PSm
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The Interlock Version

The Diamond E-2000™ PSm Interlock fiber optic connector and mating 

adapter with integrated electrical circuit breaker.

 Suitable for situations where light must be rapidly interrupted for 

safetyand protection reasons.

 Beneficial in laser systems where it is preferred to block the emission by 

means of an external shutter (mechanical) rather than alter  the internal 

driving conditions of the laser (unstable light emitting).

 Avoid damaging the laser from sudden shutdown.E-2000™ PSm Interlock

IMPORTANT SAFETY INFORMATION

The Interlock feature in the E-2000™ connector has to be 

considered as part of a complete safety system and cannot be 

deemed as a stand-alone safety device.
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Optical and Environmental Specifications

Optical 
specifications

Environmental  
specifications
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E-2000™ PSm and DMI PSm Construction

Connector:

 Two-component ferrule (Zirconia-Titanium)

 Flat surface along the ferrule’s side for air release

 Optimized polishing for convex surface on MM large core 

fibers

 Softer first crimp to prevent changes in the optical 

fiber  characteristics (IL)

MatingAdapters:

 E-2000™ with hard metal high 

precision  sleeve (for thermal 

dissipation)

 DMI in Cu-Ni, without sleeve

Ni-plated Cu base mount Aluminum base mount



E-2000™ PSm Interlock Construction
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Optional Mating Adapter Fixturing
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E-2000™ Adapter

with lateral base mount

E-2000™ Adapter 

with bottom base 

mount for PCB



Future Developments
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 PSm for higher power (up to 750 W)

 PSm Mini-AVIM



For more info, visit www.diamond-fo.com

http://www.diamond-fo.com/


www.diamond-fo.com


